ACROSS
1 Law enforcement in B.C.
5 Spiders and snakes are common ones
10 Take a big bite
15 Get ready for a test
19 Sunburn soother
20 Sitcom set in high school
21 Mann of ‘Til Tuesday
22 They're easily mistaken for snakes
23 Subject of a statue in Fellows Garden
27 Like some ballots and some students
28 Take an L
29 Convince with cajolery
30 Not to be trusted, in modern slang
31 The Mustangs of the NCAA
32 It may be pulled to get out of class
36 Cuisine style of kung pao chicken
37 Pepsi's rival
40 Trendy beers, for short
41 Like some winter pants
42 Opposite of “our”
43 Jemison who was the first Black female astronaut
44 “No more for us, thanks”
46 When “Beware the Ides of March” is spoken
47 Tarbell, pioneering investigative journalist
49 “Crazy on You” band
50 Commencement address
51 Co-founder of Microsoft
52 Roderick ___ (‘78), Nobel Prize winner in chemistry
53 Not to be trusted, in modern slang
54 Carmen Sandiego
55 Subject of a manhunt on the high seas
56 Body bliss
57 Cry at a Greek wedding
59 Word meaning “appearances” that sounds like 36-Down
60 Cuisine style of kung pao chicken
62 ___ sera!
64 Excuse for losing in a video game
65 Sentiment acquired from visiting campus
66 ___ Technica
69 Part of a background in theater
71 Punch line?
74 Format for text art
77 Affirmatives
78 Affirmatives
79 1,000 mg of calcium per day, e.g.
80 She gave the university's first Commencement address
84 “Crazy on You” band
86 Many an easy hike
87 Victim of a Dutch disease
88 Supreme Court issuance
89 Where kids first learn about the unknown?
92 Bag, as a criminal
93 Beach ___
94 Subject of a manhunt on the high seas
95 They surround pupils
96 With 110-Across, university motto ...
100 They may be targeted
101 Tour on the green, for short
102 Cloq, e.g.
103 Pro free speech grp.
105 Closer to a roaring fire, say
110 ___ in accordion
111 ... and a hint to the clues with shaded squares
112 ___ polloi
113 ___ sera!
114 “That doesn’t ___ well ...”
115 Call off a relationship
116 Jouster’s weapon
117 Goes on a few dates with
118 Child’s punishment that limits screen time
119 “That doesn’t ___ well ...”
120 Call off a relationship
121 Like some winter pants
122 Applaud at a poetry slam

DOWN
1 Big deal in Delhi
2 Boris’ Kitchen, for one
3 Green carpeting
4 Best of the Beatles?
5 Legit
6 Pointers for some Olympic trainees?
7 Up to the job
8 Carnival city
9 “The one”
10 Mama ___ Elliot in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
11 Like TVs with good picture quality
12 Fed. fiscal agency
13 “La ___” (song by Charles Trenet)
14 Many a student during the ‘60s
15 Something rarely pressed with the left foot
16 Take a second look at
17 Hirsch, philosophy professor
18 Email addenda: Abbr.
24 App with filters
25 Gamblers’ last resorts
26 Actress Tishby
31 Many a Magic: The Gathering card
33 Conquistador’s foe
34 College military org.
35 Heaviest noble gas
36 Wealth
37 Low-ranking sorts in the Navy
38 Actress Rosie
39 Accessory in a Cleopatra costume
40 “The Rise of Skywalker” protagonist
41 Parts of a key chain?
45 Hawaiian porch
46 Appliance brand owned by Whirlpool
50 Sustain
51 Files with the .jpeg extension
53 Word after Trivia or Bingo, at the Stein
55 Nickname for one’s amour
56 Puffins and other seabirds
58 “The Raven,” e.g.
61 Fragrant teas
62 Sound from a toy?
63 Let out, say
64 Social media button
66 Nancy ____ fine arts professor
67 Bob Marley, famously
68 Reacts to being hit with a hammer, say
72 Really dig
73 Small plates that make up a meal
74 Ain’t right?
75 Coal alternative
76 Got hot and steamy?
78 Reason to rush?
81 Bug on the road
82 Enclosure around campus
83 When heated, it gives off a bright light (hence a theater term!)
85 Labor day relief?
86 Flower ring
90 Tied up in surgery
91 Get intuitively
94 Salad or pesto ingredient
97 “It’s been one of ___ days”
98 ___ polloi
99 Country singer Griffith
101 Group out to catch a bandit
104 Wirecutter competitor
105 Many a “Space Jam” character
106 Catches some rays
107 Last element that can be produced in a star
108 “Fool That I Am” singer James
109 Respond to a wedding invite
110 Port that does not touch water
111 “The Matrix” protagonist
112 Japanese honorific
113 Neither a Dem. nor a Rep.
114 Can get under your skin?
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